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EXPEDITION
This guide will walk you through your climbing trip to
one of the most famous 6000m mountains in the Everest region of Nepal. Lobuche stands at 6,119m, southwest of Everest. We trek the famous route to Everest
Base Camp, before making our attempt on this stunning mountain. Views of Everest and Ama Dablam
await you on the summit!
Read on to discover your adventure of a lifetime...

INTRODUCTION
The area we have chosen for you is the Khumbu Valley in Nepal's Everest region. We'll trek the famous route, walked by many of the
World's best mountaineers almost the whole way to Everest Base
Camp, veering off to Lobuche Base Camp, where we will make our
attempt on the summit. As acclimatisation we will go to Everest Base
Camp and Kalapatthar, before hitting Lobuche high camp and then
onto the summit.

meeting other climbers and trekkers along the way, as well as the famous Sherpa people, some of whom will be guiding you.
Nima Lama, our Head of Operations in Nepal, will be there to greet
you upon safe arrival at Kathmandu Airport. He will be your guide for
the duration of your trip.
To start your expedition planning, read on...

Spring is a wonderful time to visit the Khumbu, not only to witness
the climbing season, but also to see Nepal's famous Rhododendrons in full bloom as you trek up through the Valley. Meet the famous Sherpa people and snake your way up the Khumbu Valley,
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THE ITINERARY

DAY 01 - Arrival in Kathmandu
Fly to Kathmandu. Our Mountain Quests team will meet you at the
airport and escort you to your hotel. Today is a free day to rest
from your flight, settle in, check your gear and perhaps some last
minute shopping while in the Capital for your upcoming trek. In
the evening we'll have a group briefing for the trip, where we can
all meet each other and discuss the trek in detail.
DAY 02 - Fly to Lukla, Trek to Monjo (2840m): Flight 1/2 hour,
Trek 5 hours
We finally get started on our adventure with an early morning 30
minute flight to Lukla (2840m), the gateway to the Khumbu region
of Nepal and home to Mount Everest. After landing and arranging
our porters for our gear and luggage, we'll be on our way to
Monjo (2840m) where we'll spend our first night in the mountains.
DAY 03 - Trek from Monjo to Namche (3440m): 6 hours
From Monjo we'll enter the Sagarmatha National Park, the gates
of the Everest region. We'll skirt along the Bhote Kosi river, crossing several suspension bridges before rising up to Namche
(3440m). On our way up to Namche, we will catch our first
glimpse of Everest at a hidden lookout point if the weather is
clear. This starts to ramp up the excitement for the following
days!
DAY 04 - Acclimatization Day #1 - Work on that breathing!
We'll spend 2 nights in Namche, a beautifully well put together
Sherpa town in the middle of the mountains. Considering there
are no roads you'll be shocked at what you'll find here.
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We won't ruin the surprise - it's a sight! Today we'll trek up to the
Everest View Hotel to see the stunning panorama of Everest,
Lhotse, Ama Dablam and Thamserku peaks (on a clear day).
This is a taster of what's to come and it will blow your mind! We
stay an additional nights here in order to acclimatize to the thinning air, meaning the body needs time to adjust to its new oxygen
poor surroundings. A pretty relaxing day to get yourself ready for
the higher altitudes.
DAY 05 - Trek from Namche to Debuche (3710m): 6 hours
Today we trek to Debuche (3710m), a stunning little village not
normally frequented by as many trekkers as other villages in the
vicinity. We trek across the foothills before descending to the Imja
river and then rising back up the other side to Tengboche. After
having lunch in the famous German bakery at Tengboche we visit
the highest monastery in the Khumbu, before walking down to Debuche for the night.
DAY 6 - Trek from Debuche to Dingboche (4410m): 5 hours
The first thing you’ll notice today is a distinct change in the terrain
as we break through 4000m. At this altitude trees struggle to
grow and are replaced by shrubs and grasslands. We trek up to
Dingboche (4410m) and here you can really feel that Everest is
close! The surroundings have changed, the gloves and wooly
hats are needed and the mountains start to close in. If the
weather is good you will see the tip of Everest in the distance.
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DAY 7 - Acclimatization Day
As we have gained another big chunk of altitude, today we’ll
spend the day acclimatizing in and around Dingboche. We’ll walk
up to a lookout point, which is not an easy task, as it touches
5000m, but will really help with our acclimatization. From here we
may be lucky enough to see Makalu (8463m), Lhotse (8516m),
Nuptse (7861m) and even Cho Oyu (8201m) and Shispangma
(8013m). That’s 30% of the World’s mountains over 8000m! After
a quick rest and photo session, we head back to town to relax
with a good lunch and a nap or a cup of hot chocolate.
DAY 8 - Trek from Dingboche to Lobuche (4910m): 6 hours
Things really start to change today as we head up to our next resting place, Lobuche village (4910m). Up here rocks start to replace any shrubs or grass. On our way up to Lobuche we pass
the famous Everest fallen climbers memorial at the Thokla pass.
It’s not long after that to Lobuche, where we will stop to spend the
night. There is a more exciting part to today though. As we leave
Dingboche and enter the valley of Pheriche we will get our first
unobstructed view of Lobuche. It will bring the goal of the expedition sharply into focus.
DAY 9 - Trek from Lobuche to Gorak Shep (5,140m) (4 hours)
Heading to Gorak Shep (5180m) from Lobuche involves a gentle
ascent on rocky terrain, that traces the Khumbu glacier. We’ll
reach the highest village on the trek in time for lunch, where we
can either spend the afternoon relaxing, or keep going after
some food to check out Everest Base Camp (5 hour round trip).
Either way we'll sleep at Gorak Shep tonight.
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DAY 10 - Summit Kala Patthar (5,545m), and back to Lobuche
village
We'll get up before sunrise today to trek to the top of Kala Patthar.
Not only will this aid our acclimatisation, but we will get to watch
the sun rise over Everest - a very special moment. After watching
the sunrise we'll go back to Gorak Shep for breakfast, before trekking back to Lobuche village to spend the night.
DAY 11 - Trek to Lobuche Base Camp (4200m) 3-4 hours
Today we’ll take our time to reach base camp, descending a little
and letting our lungs have a break. The afternoon in base camp
will give us time to organise our climbing gear, eat and drink and
generally relax. We’ll go through the skills required to climb Lobuche and will be briefed on our roles as climbers, what we need to
carry, how to use fixed ropes, crampons and ice axes and how
we should listen to our guides.
DAY 12 - Spare Day if the group is tired
If the group needs a rest, we’ll spend today relaxing at base
camp and giving our legs and lungs a rest. If the group feels
good we’ll head up to high camp (details to follow below)
DAY 13 - Make high camp: 5 hours (5,400m)
Today we’ll move up to high camp. It will take us about 5 hours,
moving over rock and possibly snow until we reach a small expanse of snow or rock (depending on snow conditions). A stunning blue lake is set just below us.
We’ll be sharing our tents in the same format as base camp and
will get an early night for tomorrow’s summit push.
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DAY 14 – Our summit push to Lobuche East (6,119m)
We’ll wake around 1am, and set off after some food at around 2
am in order to attempt a sunrise summit! We’ll be climbing the
South-east ridge, which is a reasonably steep snow and ice slope
that will take us up to a flattening plateau at around 6,000m.
Fixed ropes will be used on sections that will require it. At the plateau we’ll traverse to a ridge, more exposed than before, which
will take us all the way to the summit slopes. After about 5 or 6
hours of climbing, we’ll reach the false summit of Lobuche East,
and we’ll climb steadily alone the summit ridge until we reach the
true eastern summit (6,119m). The main (Western) summit is just
in the distance, but requires technical skill on a knife edge ridge
that is beyond the scope of novice climbers. From the top we will
be able to see Ama Dablam , Makalu, Lhotse, Everest, and Cho
Oyu amongst many others! We’ll head back the way we came, all
the way to base camp, where we’ll celebrate our summit and
have a well-earned rest. Today will take between 12-15 hours.
DAY 15 – Trek to Pangboche
You'll be forgiven for having a slow day today. The reality of what
you have achieved will start to sink in and the trip will feel like it's
over. But of course it's not. After breakfast our camp team will
break up the tents and we will trek down to Pangboche. We are
take our time today, enjoying the sights and sounds of the
Khumbu Valley, getting to Pangboche for lunch. The rest of the
day is to relax and start to recover from the trip we've had.
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DAY 16 - Trek to Namche
Today we'll retrace our steps back Namche, where should the
mood take you, you can really let your hair down in one of the cafes or bars. There's also the chance of a massage should the
mood take you.
DAY 17 - Trek to Lukla
Our final trekking day will see us back where it all began in Lukla.
It's a long day, but by the end of it the expedition is over. We'll
stay in a tea house in Lukla before catching our flight early tomorrow morning
DAY 18 – Fly to Kathmandu and celebrate properly!
An early flight from Lukla to Kathmandu will get us into the city
with the rest of the day at our disposal to kick back and relax and
to get the much needed showers we’ve been dreaming of for the
previous days! We can go sightseeing or shopping or just hang
out in a cafe or a bar. The choice is yours.
DAY 19 - Spare day in Kathmandu
We have built this day into the itinerary in case of bad weather,
either on the climb or at Lukla, potentially delaying flights back to
Kathmandu.
DAY 20 – Fly Back Home!
Today we’ll relax in the Capital, sightseeing and looking back at
what we have achieved together, with new friends made and
memories indelibly marked in our minds. It’s time to leave us, but
we look forward to seeing you again soon. We’ll make sure you
get safe and sound to the airport on time for your returning flight
home.
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WHAT TO EXPECT

Food - Food will be prepared in the teahouses and will be international in nature. Pastas, potatoes, meat and vegetables. Breakfasts
will include eggs in different ways, cereals, teas and coffees. The
food and drinks will be clean and well prepared, giving us all the energy we’ll need for our trip. At base camp we will have a full kitchen
team, as well as a dedicated dining tent. Food will be similar to the
tea houses and remarkably varied. On the mountain we will use dehyrated food and energy supplements to give us everything we
need for our summit push!
Accommodation - In Kathmandu we’ll be in a well-run, clean hotel,
with en-suite bathrooms, in-room TVs, 24 hour hot water and power
and laundry facilities. Rooms will be on a twin-share basis. In the
mountains we will be staying in tea houses (think family owned

lodges that have been upgraded for international trekkers) on a twin
share basis. At base camp and on the mountain we will be in expedition tents, sharing two to a tent. We use good-sized expedition tents,
with vestibules where you can store your duffles and back packs.
Gear - We will provide all participants with a full kit list that is provided at the end of this document. This is a highly recommended list
of important items that will make your journey with us comfortable,
as well as safe. Please refer to the list for full details.
Trekking Assistance - we will be accompanied by a full compliment
of porters who will be helping us with our excess luggage. Trekking
days will see us carrying our day packs, with water, food and waterproofs in them.
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INCLUSIONS

EXCLUSIONS

- All the necessary trekking and climbing permits

- International flights to and from Kathmandu

- Accommodations in Kathmandu

- Meals in Kathmandu (allow USD 10-15 per meal)

- All domestic transportation

- Carbonated and alcoholic drinks

- All meals and accommodation during the trek

- Items of a personal nature such as phone calls, laundry, etc.

- Full-qualified mountain guides

- Tips

- Porters to carry group personal equipment during the trek

- Travel and medical Insurance (covering rescues)
- Rescue and early departure from the trek
- Personal gear
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PRICE AND OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Price - The price for the whole adventure discussed comes to:
9,995 AED per person
Please note that these prices are assuming the following hotel in Kathmandu
www.hotelmanaslu.com
Single supplement charge at 650 AED per person
We are able to customise the hotels in order to bring this price down should
you have a different budget in mind
Please contact us at info@mountainquests.com or at
+971 4 368 2687 / +971 50 644 9130 for more information, or to book.
www.mountainquests.com
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ABOUT MOUNTAIN QUESTS

Based on the philosophy of ‘Live, Don’t Exist’, Mountain Quests was
set up in April, 2011 by Matt Farr whose passion for mountain climbing led him to Nepal on a regular basis to conquer the majestic
peaks of the Himalayas. After years of successfully putting his climbing skills to the test all over the world, including a two week adventure in the Alps climbing seven mountains in 12 days, Mountain
Quests was born.
With offices in both Dubai in the United Arab Emirates and Kathmandu in Nepal, Mountain Quests is in full control of its operations,
logistics, safety and security to offer clients options of both tailormade trips and pre-arranged itineraries.

The essence of every trip is a culturally rich and diverse travel experience that will appeal to people seeking a unique adventure or looking to push physical and emotional boundaries.
The types of trip vary to accommodate different abilities and include
hiking, trekking, expeditions, mountain biking as well as extreme pursuits including survival trips and adventure sports such as bungee
jumping and paragliding. The core destination of Nepal make up the
portfolio with the addition of Northern India planned towards the end
of 2014.
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